Coverity as Part of Your
PCI DSS Compliance Toolkit

Build security and
compliance into
business-as-usual
processes

Overview
The primary goal of any software security initiative (SSI) should be information assurance.
Every organization should follow this principle when defining a secure software
development life cycle (SSDLC) and selecting supporting solutions. Organizations that
achieve a high level of information assurance are often in the best position to comply with
standards such as the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS).
PCI DSS is an information security standard for any organization that handles
payment cards, including any retailers, financial institutions, point-of-sale vendors,
and hardware and software developers that create or operate the infrastructure for
processing payments.
PCI DSS has 12 requirements for compliance organized into six groups:
1.

Build and maintain a secure network and systems.

2.

Protect cardholder data.

3.

Maintain a vulnerability management program.

4.

Implement strong access control measures.

5.

Regularly monitor and test networks.

6.

Maintain an information security policy.

Become PCI DSS compliant with Coverity
Coverity is a static analysis tool that helps reduce risk and lower overall project costs by
identifying critical quality defects and potential security vulnerabilities early in the software
development life cycle or SDLC (during development) and providing reliable, actionable
remediation guidance. Because of this, Coverity is ideal for organizations required to
comply with PCI DSS.

Depth and accuracy of analysis
PCI DSS requires that applications be free of certain defect types. Defects are an area of
high risk because organizations that fail to achieve the necessary defect-detection rate
will have secondary compliance issues.
Coverity is recognized as the leading SAST solution by Forrester, in part because of the
strength of its analysis algorithms, which detect a broad range of security weaknesses,
and because of its unmatched accuracy. These features translate into one of the highest
defect-detection rates in the industry.
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Tracking for sensitive and personal data
Coverity’s sophisticated sensitive-data leak checker is particularly useful in PCI DSS–
compliant environments. It was designed to help organizations ensure that they
handle all cardholder data and personally identifiable information (including medical
information) properly.
Coverity tracks 25 types of sensitive data, including national ID, cardholder data, account
data, transaction information, medical information, biometric data, and geographical data.
Mishandling of this type of information is a significant contributor to information leakage
and the most common reason for failed audits.

Efficient issue management and remediation
Developers around the world use Coverity because it gives them fast, on-the-fly results
and actionable remediation advice with the most precise and efficient fixes. And
because it is deployed early in the SDLC, Coverity significantly reduces costs and risks
downstream, saving organizations time and money.

Flexible, customizable reporting with rich data
The information stored by Coverity is rich in metadata, such as mappings to CWE,
OWASP Top 10, and other standards, which makes building reports to meet your needs
a simple, mechanical process. Coverity offers flexible reporting to demonstrate PCI
DSS compliance:
• Coverity's report generation package creates commonly requested reports in
several formats (such as PDF), including reports tailored for PCI quality security
assessors (QSAs).
• All data that Coverity produces is available via a REST API in CSV, XML, and JSON
formats. So you can create your own customized reports to show Coverity findings in
any format and layout.
Continue reading to learn more about how Coverity can help you address specific PCI
DSS requirements.
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Expanded standards compliance and vulnerability detection
PCI DSS requirement

Addressing compliance

6.1: Establish a process to identify security vulnerabilities,
using reputable outside sources for security vulnerability
information, and assign a risk ranking (for example, as
“high,” “medium,” or “low”) to newly discovered security
vulnerabilities.

Coverity can help you create a continuous vulnerability and remediation
process across development projects. Risk rankings take into consideration
industry best practices and potential impact. For example, the criteria for
ranking a vulnerability may include its CVSS base score or its classification
by Synopsys. When new security vulnerabilities are discovered, Coverity
categorizes them as high, medium, or low risk, so developers can quickly
access defects based on impact/risk.

6.3: Develop internal and external software applications
(including web-based administrative access to
applications) securely, as follows:

Based on industry standards and best practices, Coverity was designed
to “build security into” the software development life cycle, whether
the software is for an internal or external application. Coverity also
generates strong documentation to assist with compliance activities in
accordance with PCI DSS.

• In accordance with PCI DSS (for example, secure
authentication and logging)
• Based on industry standards and/or best practices.
• Incorporating information security throughout the
software-development life cycle
6.4.3: Production data (live PANs) are not used for
testing or development

Use Coverity’s SENSITIVE_DATA_LEAK checker with data source type
CardHolderData to analyze for any PANs present in development, testing, or
production source code. Remove any PANs that are uncovered.

6.4.4: Removal of test data and accounts from system
components before the system becomes active / goes
into production.

Meet this requirement by analyzing code for test data and accounts and
using Coverity Components to filter out that information so you can remove
it before the system goes into production.

6.4.5.3: Functionality testing to verify that the change
does not adversely impact the security of the system.

Meet this requirement by using Coverity to search the code’s change set
for security vulnerabilities. Coverity provides more accurate analysis as it
understands the abstract syntax tree (AST) of the code. Coverity can also
analyze any nonmodified code that calls a function whose code changed,
also referred to as the “ripple effect.”

6.5: Address common coding vulnerabilities in softwaredevelopment processes as follows:

For developers, one of the best ways to learn how to address coding
vulnerabilities is to learn why a vulnerability was flagged as exploitable and
to see the flow of tainted data from source to sink.

• Train developers at least annually in up-to-date secure
coding techniques, including how to avoid common
coding vulnerabilities.
• Develop applications based on secure
coding guidelines.
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Coverity gives developers this information, as well as detailed remediation
advice for fixing defects based on secure coding guidelines. For developers
who are also eLearning customers, Coverity provides links to courses
relevant to the CWEs it finds in the code, so developers can stay up-to-date
on secure coding practices in their own programming languages.
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PCI DSS requirement
6.5.1: Injection flaws, particularly SQL injection. Also
consider OS Command Injection, LDAP and XPath
injection flaws as well as other injection flaws.

6.5.2: Buffer overflows

6.5.3: Insecure cryptographic storage

Addressing compliance
Coverity has many injection checkers:
ANGULAR_EXPRESSION_INJECTION OS_CMD_INJECTION
EL_INJECTION

REGEX_INJECTION

HEADER_INJECTION

SCRIPT_CODE_INJECTION

JAVA_CODE_INJECTION

SQLI

JCR_INJECTION

UNKNOWN_LANGUAGE_INJECTION

JSP_DYNAMIC_INCLUDE

UNSAFE_DESERIALIZATION

JSP_SQL_INJECTION

UNSAFE_JNI

LDAP_INJECTION

UNSAFE_REFLECTION

NOSQL_QUERY_INJECTION

XML_INJECTION

OGNL_INJECTION

XPATH_INJECTION

Coverity has many buffer overflow checkers:
ARRAY_VS_SINGLETON

OVERLAPPING_COPY

BAD_SIZEOF

OVERRUN

BUFFER_SIZE

READLINK

BUFFER_SIZE_WARNING

SIZECHECK

DC.STREAM_BUFFER

STRING_NULL

DC.STRING_BUFFER

STRING_OVERFLOW

INTEGER_OVERFLOW

STRING_SIZE

These Coverity checkers meet this requirement:
DC.WEAK_CRYPTO

RISKY_CRYPTO

INSECURE_RANDOM

UNRESTRICTED_ACCESS_TO_FILE

INSECURE_SALT
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PCI DSS requirement
6.5.4: Insecure communications

Addressing compliance
These Coverity checkers meet this requirement:
AUDIT.SPECULATIVE_
EXECUTION_DATA_LEAK

INSECURE_
MULTIPEER_CONNECTION

BAD_CERT_VERIFICATION

JSP_DYNAMIC_INCLUDE

CONFIG.CONNECTION_
STRING_PASSWORD 6.5.4

MISSING_PERMISSION_
FOR_BROADCAST
MISSING_PERMISSION_ON_
EXPORTED_COMPON ENT

CONFIG.DYNAMIC_DATA_HTML_
COMMENT CONFIG.MISSING_JSF2_
SECURITY_CONSTRAINT
PATH_MANIPULATION
CONFIG.SPRING_
SECURITY_DEBUG_MODE
CONFIG.STRUTS2_
ENABLED_DEV_MODE

RISKY_CRYPTO
SENSITIVE_DATA_LEAK
TAINTED_SCALAR

CUSTOM_KEYBOARD_DATA_LEAK

UNENCRYPTED_SENSITIVE_DATA

EXPOSED_PREFERENCES

URL_MANIPULATION

HARDCODED_CREDENTIALS

USER_POINTER

INSECURE_COMMUNICATION
6.5.5: Improper error handling

These Coverity checkers meet this requirement:
CONFIG.MISSING_GLOBAL_
EXCEPTION_HANDLER
MISSING_THROW

UNCAUGHT_EXCEPT
UNLOGGED_SECURITY_EXCEPTION

6.5.6: All “high risk” vulnerabilities identified in the
vulnerability identification process (as defined in PCI DSS
Requirement 6.1).

Coverity categorizes certain vulnerabilities as high impact/risk as defined by
PCI DSS Requirement 6.1.

6.5.7: Cross-site scripting (XSS)

These Coverity checkers meet this requirement:
DOM_XSS

6.5.8: Improper access control (such as insecure direct
object references, failure to restrict URL access, directory
traversal, and failure to restrict user access to functions).

XSS

These Coverity checkers meet this requirement:
CONFIG.DEAD_
AUTHORIZATION_RULE
CONFIG.STRUTS2_
DYNAMIC_METHOD_I

OPEN_REDIRECT
PATH_MANIPULATION
UNRESTRICTED_DISPATCH

JSP_DYNAMIC_INCLUDE
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PCI DSS requirement
6.5.9: Cross-site request forgery (CSRF)

Addressing compliance
These Coverity checkers meet this requirement:
CONFIG.HANA_XS_
PREVENT_XSRF_DISA

6.5.10: Broken authentication and session management.

CONFIG.SYMFONY_CSRF_
PROTECTION_ CSRF

These Coverity checkers meet this requirement:
CONFIG.MISSING_
JSF2_SECURITY_CONS
CONFIG.SPRING_
SECURITY_DISABLE_AU

HARDCODED_CREDENTIALS
JSP_DYNAMIC_INCLUDE
MISSING_AUTHZ

CONFIG.SPRING_
SECURITY_HARDCODED

MOBILE_ID_MISUSE

CONFIG.SPRING_
SECURITY_REMEMBER_

WEAK_BIOMETRIC_AUTH

CONFIG.SPRING_
SECURITY_SESSION_FIX

WEAK_PASSWORD_HASH

SESSION_FIXATION

WEAK_GUARD

6.6: For public-facing web applications, address new
threats and vulnerabilities on an ongoing basis and
ensure these applications are protected against known
attacks by either of the following methods:

Web-facing applications are exposed to ongoing threats and can be under
attack any time. Such attacks often succeed because of insecure coding
practices. A regular review of these applications is therefore crucial in
preventing attacks from succeeding.

• Reviewing public-facing web applications via manual
or automated application vulnerability security
assessment tools or methods, at least annually and
after any changes

Between the two methods suggested by PCI DSS, code review with a static
analysis tool is the easiest and most straightforward to adopt, for two
reasons: First, every software project has code that you can review. Second,
you can partially automate code review with sophisticated tools.

• Installing an automated technical solution that detects
and prevents web-based attacks (for example, a
web-application firewall) in front of public-facing web
applications, to continually check all traffic.

It’s important not only to review your web application code but also to use
an automated technical solution that detects and prevents web-based
attacks, such as interactive application security testing or a WAF.

Learn how Coverity helps you find security weaknesses
and quality defects in your code as it’s written

The Synopsys difference
Synopsys helps development teams build secure, high-quality software, minimizing risks while maximizing speed and productivity.
Synopsys, a recognized leader in application security, provides static analysis, software composition analysis, and dynamic analysis
solutions that enable teams to quickly find and fix vulnerabilities and defects in proprietary code, open source components, and
application behavior. With a combination of industry-leading tools, services, and expertise, only Synopsys helps organizations optimize
security and quality in DevSecOps and throughout the software development life cycle.
For more information, go to www.synopsys.com/software.
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